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In order to comply with the GxP-requirements, environmental conditions need to be monitored and documented 
along the entire supply chain of pharmaceutical products. Since we see more cloud solutions being used for 
this purpose, the question comes up if this approach is the right one. This whitepaper discussed different cloud 
models and their risks and benefits. In addition it provides a checklist for the use of cloud-monitoring in GxP-
applications.

Over the last couple of years, acceptance for cloud comput-
ing and cloud hosting has rapidly grown for business appli-
cations across different industries. This is due to obvious 
advantages, such as:

- scalability (both for processing as well as storage 
 capacities)
- built-in backup and recovery functionalities
- reduced maintenance efforts
- easy access for geographically distributed teams
- cost efficiency, thanks to reduced IT investments or 
 required know-how

Yet today some concerns remain around lock-in effects and 
resulting dependencies on the solution provider, security 
concerns or delegation of control.

When you add GxP compliance to the list of concerns, you 
have a unique situation with unique data environments. As 
pharmaceutical and life science industries also move to the 
cloud, for the above-mentioned advantages, it’s important 
to consider how it affects this specialized industry. Are 
cloud-based infrastructure, platforms and software in the 
cloud compliant and in line with data integrity require-
ments? This article will provide the answers, with a special 
focus on environmental monitoring solutions for the phar-
maceutical, life science, biotech and health care industries.

Why is this important to you?

GxP regulated companies have a long list of global require-
ments for using, storing and communicating data. FDA 21 
CFR Part 11, EU General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR), 
Data Integrity regulations from many countries… just to 
name a few. To stay within the regulatory lines, it’s impor-
tant you understand the pros and cons of cloud solutions 
for your pharmaceutical business. This article will lay out 
all the facts related to cloud services in a GxP monitoring 
environment and corresponding measures to ensure com-
pliance. Plus, there is a checklist at the end of the article 
that your team can use to take next steps.

What is the Cloud?

Before we start the discussion of specific considerations 
regarding cloud-based GxP-compliant environmental 
monitoring solutions, let’s briefly clarify different models of 
cloud services. Usually, three cloud models are 

differentiated, which differ from traditional on-premises 
hosting by the parts that are outsourced:

Infrastructire as a Service (IaaS) is the cloud model where 
the client takes most responsibility: he runs the applications 
and database on his own operating system and middleware 
which operate o virtualized servers from the cloud provider. 
IaaS is beneficial for large organizations that wish to have 
complete control over their applications and software infra-
structures, but are fine with having the hardware operated 
by a specialized provider or are looking to only purchase 
what is actually consumed or needed (e.g. they want to 
benefit from dynamic assignment of processing power or 
storage for applications with varying requirements over the 
time). A good example could be a life-science company who 
wants to host semi-critical applications on an IaaS: benefit 
from the outsourcing but still keeping tight control.

Platform as a Service (PaaS) gives more responsibility to the 
cloud provider since the virtualized servers also include the 
operating system as well as middleware. PaaS can provide 
great speed and flexibility to the entire process for compa-
nies who want to run their own application on a “turn-key 
environment”.  A good example could be a pharmaceutical 
company operating their own office application on a PaaS 
of a large cloud provider like Amazon Web Service or Micro-
soft Azure. 

Software as a Service (SaaS), also known as cloud appli-
cation services, represents the largest cloud market. SaaS 
delivers (business) applications that are typically accessed 
directly via the web browser and do not require any down-
loads or installations on the client side.
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Besides the different cloud models described above, vary-
ing by the components that are outsourced, there are also 
different models of how those outsourced cloud resources 
are deployed:

> Public Cloud refers to the cloud computing model with 
which the IT services are delivered across the Internet. 
The cloud vendor is responsible for developing, managing 
and maintaining the pool of resources shared between 
multiple tenants from across the network. A sub-type of 
the public cloud is the so called Community Cloud which 
is also commonly used by various organizations. However, 
the access is not public but only accessible for a defined 
group of users with joint requirements. Common interest 
could for example be the compliance to audit regulations 
or common performance requirements for fast reaction 
times [2].

> Private Cloud refers to the cloud solution dedicated for 
use by a single organization. The computing resources are 
isolated and not shared with other customers. Compared 
to the Public Cloud, the Private Cloud is significantly more 
expensive since the resources need to be multiplied with 
each new customer.

> Hybrid Cloud refers to the cloud infrastructure environ-
ment that is a mix of public and private cloud solutions. 
The resources are typically orchestrated as an integrated 
infrastructure environment. Apps and data workloads can 
share the resources between public and private cloud de-
ployment based on organizational business and technical 
policies. Hybrid Cloud takes “the best of both worlds” but 
is more complex to overlook and manage.

Today, cloud computing is a major trend and revenues are 
exploding. Interesting enough, financial services/banking/
insurance, industrial manufacturing and telecommunica-
tion services belong to those industries with the greatest 
number of cloud applications per business function [3]. This 
illustrates nicely, that today also (or even predominantly) 
industries with high requirement levels in regards to com-
pliance and safety are using cloud computing services.

What is the right cloud set-up for a GxP compliant 
application? 

Knowing the different types and resources of cloud comput-
ing, the following section elaborates the right set-up for a 
GxP monitoring solution’s specific requirements:

The monitoring solution including the database must be 
validated. A computerized system validation (CSV) is the 
documented process of assuring that a computerized 
system does exactly what it is designed to do in a consistent 
and reproducible manner. 

It basically means, that requirements must be documented, 
validation and test plans written, risks evaluated in a writ-
ten risk assessment, functionalities tested and documented 
according to the test plan and finally a validation report 
issued summarizing all validation efforts. An IaaS or PaaS 
solution could be the right approach for users who are fine 
with validating the cloud infrastructure provider and man-
aging software installation and maintenance by themselves. 
For users who do not want to deal with those issues or do 
not have an experienced IT department at hand, a SaaS 
approach could be the right solution: providing the addi-
tional advantage of only having one cloud solution provider 
instead of having to deal with the software vendor and the 
cloud infrastructure provider.

Mainly cost are relevant for the decision between the 
options Public, Private or Hybrid Cloud: how many organiza-
tions are carrying the various cost blocks?

> Independent from the cloud-model, each organization 
must carry their own cost for the data collection hard-
ware like data loggers and sensors.

> At a public cloud set-up, all cost connected to the 
monitoring software are shared between all users. Typ-
ically the cloud provider invoices a fixed price per used 
measurement point and thereby carries the financial 
risk. The user benefits from distributing the cost on many 
shoulders and has a low entry barrier since no investment 
into the development, validation and operation of a mon-
itoring software.

> With a private cloud, the cloud resources are not shared 
with other organizations. Therefore the fixed cost for the 
isolated infrastructure (e.g. servers, licenses for applica-
tion and operating system, etc.) must be covered by one 
customer. On the other hand, while fixed cost is covered, 
variable cost get smaller.

> When consider a hybrid cloud, the distribution of the 
public versus the private cloud resources is relevant. In 
this scenario, we assume that customer specific develop-
ment cost as well as cost for validation of the distributed 
architecture is covered directly by the user. In addition 
also the infrastructure cost for the private part of the 
hybrid solution must be directly covered by the customer. 
The public part of the infrastructure can thereby be cov-
ered by many users and included in a variable price per 
monitoring point.

Illustration 1: Differences in cloud models [1].
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The following picture shows the various cost blocks in the various cloud models as a schematic illustration. It shows nicely, that 
mainly small installations benefit from the public cloud model since the user benefits from the lack of fixed cost blocks. This cost 
benefit is reduced with larger installations of several hundred or thousand measuring points.

In a GxP-environment, data must be immutable. Again 
the main concern is data integrity (assuring that data is 
attributable, legible, contemporaneous, original, accurate, 
complete, consistent, enduring and available over its entire 
life-cycle [4,5]) and ultimately patient safety. Translated to a 
(cloud) monitoring solution, this means:

> In whatever infrastructure we work, we need a multi-lay-
er application where data is safe and cannot be manipu-
lated. You may ask yourself, whether in your opinion your 
IT can run an internal data center more professional than 
the global cloud providers like Amazon Web Services, 
Microsoft Azure, or Google Cloud Platform etc., that all 
are, by the way, aware of specific GxP requirements and 
provide comprehensive documentation materials for 
solution providers that want to run critical applications in 
their infrastructure.

> Furthermore, you may ask whether you at any point could 
be better aware of any data integrity risks than the mon-
itoring solution provider that has the utmost knowledge 
of all of the system’s interconnected components. Hence, 
we see again a Public Cloud SaaS an excellent choice for 
installations of any size, in particular for smaller instal-
lations given the cost advantages, while a Private Cloud 
SaaS is a charming alternative for larger installations, as 
this set-up - in comparison with the Public Cloud SaaS - 
may give you more room to manage software updates in 
accordance with your organization’s qualification require-
ments, as the monitoring solution instance is only used 
by you and not shared between different tenants.

Conclusion: Given the argumentation outlined above, it is 
hardly surprising that we see more and more monitoring 
solutions for GxP-critical applications offered as SaaS in a 
Public Cloud. This choice offers maximum quality (minimal 
risks) and at the same time minimal cost to achieve those 
targets. Many suppliers will offer single-tenant SaaS in a 
Private Cloud as an alternative at significantly higher costs. 
The following chapters will therefore focus on these two 
options to deliver a GxP-compliant monitoring solution via 
the Cloud.
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Risks and Mitigations Related to GxP-compliant 
Monitoring Solutions Provided as SaaS in the 
Cloud

In this section we will elaborate on the risks of the chosen 
set-up (Public Cloud SaaS (shared instance for several 
tenants) or Private Cloud SaaS (single-tenant instance ex-
clusively for one organization)) related to a GxP-compliant 
monitoring solution and meaningful mitigation strategies 
that you should require your service provider to guarantee.

>  In a SaaS set-up, the supplier defines the physical loca-
tion of data storage. Data may be stored on different con-
tinents, regions and countries even having different laws 
in regards to data protection and privacy. If private data 
is included (such as names, addresses, phone numbers 
or credit cards) this data may also underlie different leg-
islations and rules (e.g. EU GDPR as Europe’s data privacy 
regulation). The service provider therefore must make 
sure (and state in the service level agreement) that:

 - Appropriate safety measures are undertaken to 
   protect the data (from unauthorized access).
 - Appropriate back-up measures are in place to secure  
      the data (from deletion or loss).
 - Data privacy is guaranteed (and the solution supports     
      compliance with GDPR).

> Every GxP-compliant solution must be validated. For a 
SaaS service, either offered as a Public or Private Cloud 
solution, this specifically means that the service provider 
must:

 - Deliver the proof that all components of the monitoring   
  solution were developed according to GAMP 5 – 

   including validation plan, risk analysis and validation       
      reports of all hard- and software components.
 - Provide IQ-documentation of the cloud software.
 - Provide efficient tools for the qualification of the  
      customer-specific hardware components and the  
      configuration by the client: IQ (Installation Qualification 
      = “what measurement hardware has been installed?”) 
      and OQ (Operational Qualification = “does the measure
      ment hardware and software configuration work 
      together as planned (e.g. issue alarms in case of 
      deviation)?”).

> One of the biggest advantages of SaaS is that the provider 
takes care of Patches and Updates. How can the client’s 
GxP-compliance be safeguarded? If an auditor wants to 
see the validation and qualification efforts of the moni-
toring solution but the software is constantly upgraded, 
how should this go together? This is where we see the 
biggest differences between a shared instance in the Pub-
lic Cloud and a single-tenant instance offered as a Private 
Cloud SaaS. Either way, the service provider must: 

 - Clearly define his policies regarding notification, 
      documentation and qualification in the service level   
      agreement (for a Private Cloud SaaS there might be 
      room to negotiate these policies in order to align them 
      with your organization’s needs regarding upfront 
      notifications, testing and qualification options prior to  
      installing any Patches or Updates)
 - Provide change management notifications and 
   documentation (Patches are minor changes and must 
   at least be documented; Upgrades must be announced 
   in advance and rated minor or major and documented  
   appropriately). As a good practice, each document 
   should clearly state, if the client should take action (or      
      not) (this is only good practice, as the responsibility to   
      ensure GxP-compliance always remains with the 
    organization using the software).
 - All of the above listed must be available for to the client 
   at any time, including during an audit (ideally online as 

  part of the Cloud service).

> The client must be able to trust the service provider that 
Data Integrity is always secured. The service provider 
must: 

 - Ensure that raw data (measurement values) cannot be 
      changed at all.
 - Implement an audit trail keeping track of every change.
 - State in the service level agreement that he takes care 
      of the maintenance and assurance of the accuracy, 
      consistency and completeness of data over its entire  
      life-cycle.

> A major concern is Business Continuity – in particular in 
a SaaS set-up where the client has no control whatsoever 
on the operation of the solution. The service provider 
must: 

 - Define and guarantee the performance and availability 
   of the solution in his service level agreement.
 - Make sure that the system and data is backed up 
      regularly.
   and recoveries are exercised and documented regularly.
 - Monitor the availability and performance of the 
    solution and provide reports thereof to the client.

Illustration 2: Cost blocks in different cloud models (schematic illustration)
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> Archiving is not clearly defined in GxP regulations and 
left open for everybody’s own interpretation. Often 
heard during audits are archiving periods of 10 years, 
sometimes 15 years. It is easy to store electronic flies 
and data over many years but a huge problem is the 
availability of software for analysis. Many people have 
the romantic idea, that when data is archived, it should 
be available forever in the same way as it is generated 
(same software, same interface). Wikipedia says: “Data 
archiving is the process of moving data that is no longer 
actively used to a separate storage device for long-term 
retention. Archive data consists of older data that is still 
important to the organization and may be needed for 
future reference, as well as data that must be retained for 
regulatory compliance.” So, by definition “archive data” 
has a different form than “process data”:

 > Process Data is “fresh data” which is used for taking    
       business decisions (e.g. of a product, MKT calculation   
       of a stability study). For two years, the service provider 
       must ensure that Process Data
    - is available electronically for visualizations 
         (e.g.  zoom, overlay)
       - it must be possible to draw statistics easily 
         (e.g. calculate MKT),
       - it must be possible to add comments in the system   
         and generate reports (e.g. release decision),
       - it must be possible to export the data (e.g. to higher 
         batch management system).
   > After the first two years, the data is not needed any  
      more in business processes and typically changes its  
      location and form to become Archive Data. The service  
      provider must ensure that Archive Data is available for 
      at least 10 years and fulfils the following requirements: 
      - clearly labeled (e.g. monthly report per sensor)
      - in a “human readable” form as a record
        (e.g. PDF/A report)
      - in a secure archive (e.g. in a drive that is backed up 
        regularly to a different physical location)

> When choosing a GxP-monitoring provider, the client is 
locked-in with this provider. How can we make sure data 
is still available in case the provider goes out of business 
or the solution is no longer offered? 

      - Make sure to keep a copy of the data (e.g. a monthly  
     sensor report) in a human readable format 

         (e.g. PDF/A) at the client’s premises (e.g. automated 
         monthly email to in-house mail-account).

    - The service level agreement must define that the 
         client remains owner of the data and that data is 
         available for download before service ends.
    - The service level agreement must define a 
         meaningful notice period prior to service termination.

> Besides a Service Level Agreement defining all of the 
above mentioned measures, the service provider must 
also accept on-site audits  by his customers. As part of 
these audits, clients must be able to

    - Access detailed GAMP 5 documentation to verify the  
     provider’s validation certificate

    - Review relevant account management guidelines, e.g.  
     for accounts on the Cloud servers (Who from the 

      service provider’s side has access to the cloud infra- 
     structure? How are these people instructed/trained?)

    - Review account management guidelines for customer  
     accounts (Who from the service provider’s side has ac- 
     cess to which data of the customer? How are these 

      people instructed/trained?) Review contracts / service  
     level agreements with 3rd party Cloud infrastructure  
     providers (like e.g. Amazon Web Services, Microsoft  
     Azure etc.), if used

    - Review “service organization control (SOC) 21 ” re-  
         portsfor the data center or Cloud infrastructure 
         provider used 

Conclusion

If done right, cloud-based monitoring solutions allow for 
benefits like cost efficiency, scalability, convenience (no 
hardware and software maintenance), highly professional 
backup and recovery strategies etc. for companies that 
need to comply with GxP regulations. Regarding validation 
and qualification needs, the same requirements applies 
to cloud services as to self-operated systems. This means 
that documentation is king and shared responsibilities 
regarding documentation needs to be clearly defined in the 
service level agreement. Also, critical processes like change 
management process, data backup and retention to ensure 
business continuity or long-term archiving must be defined 
as part of the service level agreement.
In addition, we recommend that you require your service 
provider to accept on-site audits by his customers, where 
you will be granted access to further, more detailed docu-
mentation. Having all this defined and the comprehensive 
but manageable set of documents made available by the 
service provider will not only provide customers operating in 
a GxP environment with the required support and security, 
but will also help to frame and establish a strong partner-
ship between the cloud service provider and the customer. A 
strong partnership is probably the most important success 
factor to achieve the required level of compliance and “au-
dit fitness” for the client, who always remains responsible 
for the safety of his patients.

1 The SOC 2 report focuses on a business’s non-financial reporting controls 
as they relate to security, availability, processing integrity, confidentiality, 
and privacy of a system, as opposed to SOC 1/SSAE 18 which is focused on 
the financial reporting controls [8].

Checklist for Using the Cloud in a GxP Monitoring 
Environment

1. Is the service available as “Software-as-a-Service” 
(SaaS)?

2. Is the service available as private or public cloud?
          <100 Measurement points: Public Cloud available?
          >100 Measurement points: Private Cloud available?
3. Does the supplier perform a computerized system    
        validation (CSV)?
4. Does the supplier guarantee that data is immutable?
5. Is an audit trail available tracking each login, event and 
        action?
6. Is data protected from unauthorized access?
7. Is the data backed-up regularly at a secure place 
        (protected from deletion or loss)?
8. Are data recoveries exercised and documented 

regularly?
9. Is data privacy guaranteed (& solution supports 
        compliance with GDPR)?
10. Does the SaaS provider guarantee GAMP 5 

compliance?
11. Are Validation Plan, Risk Analysis & Validation Report
        available?
12. Are Qualification templates available for IQ and OQ

13. Are there clear policies regarding notification, 
documentation and qualification?

14. Does the supplier provide comprehensive change 
        management notifications and documentation?
15. Are clear performance and availability levels of the 
        solution defined?
16. Are performance and availability reports made 

available to clients regularly?
17. Is process data available for as long as they are needed 

in the business processes?
18. After this period, can data be archived for minimum 10   
        years in a human readable format?
19. Does the client remain the owner of the data?
20. Does the Service provider accept on-site audits by the 
        client?
21. Is a service level agreement in place covering all above 
        points?

It’s natural to have a lot of questions when “outsourcing” your data. However, is it really outsourcing? Who owns the data yet? 
Does the SaaS provider back-up your data and ensure data recovery? Does the provider accept on-site audits? Download the com-
plete Checklist and more to get started with Cloud. https://www.elpro.cloud/en/ 
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Continue the conversation here 
You may have noticed ELPRO is big on education. 

As a trusted global leader in our industry for over 30 years, we continue to innovate and  
discover new ways to help you solve problems. We keep our ears to the ground and  
conversations going.

Join ELPRO’s Leading Minds Network to receive our monthly newsletter, links to new white papers  
and invitations to relevant (free) industry events.

If environmental monitoring and data management is a concern in your pharmaceutical 
or healthcare laboratory, facility, or supply chain – stick with us – we have something to say. 

leadingminds.elpro.com:Read on!
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ELPRO Cloud is a compliant and scalable temperature 
monitoring solution that puts your data at your fingertips 
24/7. Do-it-yourself set-up is quick and easy. Order today 
and begin monitoring in minutes.

Meet the ELPRO Cloud Solution - 
Wireless Monitoring with Limitless 
Possibilities

compliant
100%

Easy to install

Wireless Sensors

Global IoT accss 24/7

elpro.cloud

https://www.elpro.cloud/en/?utm_campaign=Temperature%20Monitoring&utm_source=MKT&utm_medium=whitepaper-cloud
https://www.elpro.cloud/en/?utm_campaign=Temperature%20Monitoring&utm_source=elpro.com&utm_medium=whitepaper-cloud

